


Water Ecosystem Services: A Global Perspective
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Preface

Rapidly rising demand for food, raw materials, and energy is

leading to intensifying human environmental footprints locally,

nationally, and globally. This has consequences for the health of

ecosystems and the services these provide. By considering the

complex socio-economic interactions between the water, carbon-

energy, food production, and climate cycles, UNESCO’s Natural

Science Programme (principally through its International Hydro-

logical Programme and the Man and Biosphere Programme)

promotes trans-disciplinary approaches to help restore, enhance,

and protect the sustainability of land and water systems. This

new book, in the International Hydrology Series, is well aligned

with the aims and objectives of UNESCO’s International Hydro-

logical Programme by furthering the understanding and champion-

ing the potential of the ecosystem services-based approaches.

Phase VIII (2014–2021) of the Programme is focused on ‘Water

security: responses to local, regional, and global challenges’ and

has a special theme on ‘Ecohydrology, engineering harmony

for sustainable world’, to which this book is of direct relevance.

The UNESCO Ecohydrology initiative involves the development

of tools that integrate basin-wide human activities with hydro-

logical cycles in order to sustain, improve, and restore the eco-

logical functions of, and services in, river basins and coastal zones

as a basis to support positive socio-economic development.

Experiences gained through previous phases of the International

Hydrological Programme, have shown that freshwater availability

will become a major concern if no immediate action is taken to

restore and enhance the associated ecosystems. Therefore, the

knowledge presented in this book adds great value to inform

global efforts on ensuring water security through UNESCO’s

ongoing initiatives at the river basin level, such as the Hydrology

for the Environment, Life and Policy, Ecohydrology and Inte-

grated Water Resources Management Guidelines.

The Hydrology for the Environment, Life and Policy in river

basins initiative aims to deliver social, economic, and environ-

mental benefits to stakeholders through research towards the

sustainable use of water for human and environmental purposes.

Ecosystem services-based approaches fit well with that aim by

looking specifically at the complexity in order to improve

understanding of the relationships between hydrological pro-

cesses, water resources management, ecology, socio-economics,

and policy making. UNESCO’s Ecohydrology initiative aims to

enhance water-based ecosystem services through dual regulation

of flow and biota in freshwater and estuarine environments.

The ecosystem services-based approach is expected to offer

adaptable tools to river basin managers who are struggling to

implement Integrated Water Resources Management that

achieves a better balance between consumptive and environmen-

tal uses of water. In this regard, UNESCO’s Integrated Water

Resources Management Guidelines, at the river basin level, can

benefit from the practical case studies presented in this book.

This book will also help open the paradigm lock between

the research community and policy makers who struggle to

manage complex interactions between biological diversity,

climate change, land use change, and the limits and constraints

on freshwater use. These represent four of the nine boundaries of

the Earth System processes that the Stockholm Resilience Centre

recommend are not crossed if environmental change that is

disastrous to humanity is to be avoided. The conceptual and

theoretical discussions and case studies presented in this book

will help guide UNESCO’s member states in devising river basin

management plans for maintaining and enhancing the multifunc-

tional productivity of water and ecosystem resources to optimise

physical, economic, social, and environmental benefits without

compromising the quality of these resources.

Finally, I congratulate the editorial team at the James Hutton

Institute for their enthusiasm and strong commitment to lead and

deliver this complex body of knowledge through close contact

with the authors, who are to be praised for their valuable contri-

butions. This collation of knowledge from esteemed academics

and practitioners will help in achieving a step change towards

enhanced ecosystem service delivery through sustainable land

and water management for present and future generations.

Shahbaz Khan

UNESCO Regional Science Bureau for Asia

and the Pacific, Jakarta, Indonesia
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1 Introduction

Iain J. Gordon, Julia Martin-Ortega, and Robert C. Ferrier

Fresh water is vital for the function of all terrestrial ecosystems –

the flora and the fauna that make up those ecosystems, and, of

course, for humans. Humanity relies on water not just for drink-

ing, but also for food production, dealing with waste, providing

energy and transport, to name but a few. To meet its needs

humanity harnesses water through dams, irrigation networks,

and pumps and pipes that supply drinking water and remove

wastes. It is estimated that humanity consumes 1000–1700 m3

of the globe’s surface and groundwater resources per year; that

is between 22% and 150% of the annual global supply of fresh

water (Hoekstra & Wiedmann 2014). This proportion is likely

to increase as the global human population increases in the next

30 years and the demands for water in developing countries

catches up with that of developed countries. According to the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, changes in climate

will amplify existing stress on water availability and will exacer-

bate different forms of water pollution, with impacts on ecosys-

tems, human health, and water system reliability in large parts of

the world (Stocker et al. 2013).

For a number of years, academics have tried to understand the

linkages between the water system and human needs and the

impacts that anthropogenic activities have on the water system

itself. In the early days, the scientific approach sat within indi-

vidual domains (e.g. hydrology for the water cycle (Thompson

1999); ecology for ecological impacts of water pollution (Abel

1996)). Given the complexity of the interactions and the central-

ity of humans in the water environment, more recently interdis-

ciplinary approaches have come to the fore (e.g. Ferrier &

Jenkins 2010; Renaud & Kuenzer 2014). The latest of such

approaches is what we define in this book as ecosystem

services-based approaches. These encompass a range of ways

of understanding, assessing, and managing ecosystems at which

core is the notion of ecosystem services, understood as the

benefits that humans obtain from ecosystems.

The water cycle intimately embraces the ecosystems services

paradigm. From regulating to provisioning and cultural services,

the water environment provides a unique context through which

to express the state of natural capital and flows between different

ecosystems and the effects they produce on human wellbeing.

Much has been written about ecosystem services, and approaches

using this notion are now being applied to the practical manage-

ment of ecosystems around the world. Given that ten years have

passed since the publication of the Millennium Ecosystem

Assessment (2005), it is time to reflect on what has been

achieved, what lessons can be learnt, and how we can improve

the application of ecosystem services-based approaches for

managing water ecosystems in the future.

This book aims to develop a better understanding of water as a

service delivered by ecosystems, by furthering the understanding

and the potential of ecosystem services-based approaches. This

understanding is necessary not only to identify and quantify the

critical linkages that regulate the interrelationships of hydrology

and biota, but also to elucidate how the control of these linkages

contributes to environmental sustainability, human livelihoods,

and wellbeing.

In this book, leading academic and non-academic authors,

from prestigious research institutions, world global organisations,

and international non-governmental organisations, describe the

forefront of the application of ecosystem services-based

approaches to address global water challenges. Recognising

that the challenge is multi-faceted, the authors come from a range

of disciplinary backgrounds (from hydrological modelling, to

environmental economics, through environmental psychology,

international law, and ecological sciences) and ‘real world’

experiences in conservation, water management, and business.

The result is a balance between global and world-regional visions

and national and regional case studies from across the world.

The second chapter of the book provides an in-depth history of

the notion of ecosystem services and proposes a definition of

ecosystem services-based approaches based on four defining

core elements (i.e. (1) focusing on the status of ecosystems,

and the recognition of its effects on human wellbeing; (2) under-

standing the biophysical underpinning of ecosystems in terms of

service delivery; (3) integrating natural and social sciences and

other strands of knowledge for a comprehensive understanding

of the service delivery process; and (4) assessing the services

provided by ecosystems for its incorporation into decision-

making). These core elements articulate discussions on a range

1



of broad issues on each of the individual chapters, which are

organised in four parts:

� Part I looks at how ecosystem services-based approaches

can help address major global challenges, such as climate

change, food and energy supply, and biodiversity loss at

regional and global scales.

� Part II reflects upon whether the notion of ecosystem ser-

vices is useful in the context of frameworks for water

resources management and biodiversity conservation, with

a focus on the practicalities of the implementation of the

approach.

� Part III provides examples of assessments of ecosystem

services through a number of case studies from across the

world, showing the latest advances in the integration of the

biophysical quantification of water ecosystem service deliv-

ery with economic valuation techniques.

� Part IV broadens the perspective, providing innovative

insights from less explored areas such as business, cultural

ecosystem services, human rights, beliefs, and emotions

towards water ecosystem services and the role of commu-

nity partnerships.

Addressing global challenges and development goals

requires a vision for water management beyond protection and

restoration. It has to recognise the carrying capacity of ecosys-

tems threatened by increasing human impact and find ways to

enhance the resilience of socio-ecological systems. This book

provides a global synthesis of current thinking and applications

of ecosystem services-based approaches to inform future water

decision-making. The book consolidates current thinking and

opens up new perspectives, with contributions from top

scholars and practitioners, who take a critical and forward-

thinking view aimed at stimulating the debate. The book high-

lights the potential benefits and challenges of adopting ecosys-

tem services-based approaches and gives an insight on how to

shape future strategies for water management and ecosystems

conservation.
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2 What defines ecosystem services-based approaches?

Julia Martin-Ortega, Dı́dac Jorda-Capdevila, Klaus Glenk, and Kirsty L. Holstead

2 .1 INTRODUCTION

It has long been held that human life depends on the existence of

a finite natural resource base, and that nature contributes to the

fulfilment of human needs (Malthus 1888; Meadows et al. 1972).

This knowledge has led to different and evolving ways of under-

standing the relationship between humans and nature (Raymond

et al. 2013). The notion of ecosystem services is one of these,

which began to be developed in the late 1960s (King 1966;

Helliwell 1969; Study of Critical Environmental Problems

1970; Odum and Odum 1972). How human needs and wellbeing

interact with quantities and qualities of the finite natural resource

base, and how changes to the natural environment impact on

human activities and vice versa, are key questions underlying the

conceptual development of ecosystem services and related

concepts.

In 2000, the Secretary-General of the United Nations called for

a worldwide initiative, the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment,

‘to assess the consequences of ecosystem change for human well-

being and the scientific basis for action needed to enhance the

conservation and sustainable use of those systems’ (Millennium

Ecosystem Assessment 2003). Ecosystem services were defined

as ‘the benefits that people obtain from ecosystems’ and the

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment emphasised the need to

incorporate the value of ecosystem services into decision-making

to reverse increasing degradation of ecosystems. Since the publi-

cation of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment in 2005, eco-

nomic approaches to the understanding and management of

natural resources based on the notion of ecosystem services have

been increasingly discussed in the scientific literature (Fisher

et al. 2009; Norgaard 2010; Ojea et al. 2012). The Millennium

Ecosystem Assessment was followed by a number of other initia-

tives to assess ecosystem services, the most significant global

assessment being The Economics of Ecosystem Services and

Biodiversity (Kumar 2010). Other national-level assessments,

for example, the UK National Ecosystem Assessment (2011;

see Schaafsma et al., this book) and the Spanish Millennium

Ecosystem Assessment (EME 2011) have also been published.

Incorporation of these assessments into policy making is not

yet well established; however, there is clear interest in very

diverse contexts across the world. For example, there are ongoing

discussions about how to incorporate ecosystem services in the

upcoming river basin planning cycles within the Common Imple-

mentation Strategy of the European Water Framework Directive

(Martin-Ortega 2012; Blackstock et al., this book). Also, in

Malawi, the Decentralised Environmental Management Guide-

lines produced by the Ministry of Local Government and Devel-

opment (2012) to guide environmental management at the

district level include elements of an ecosystem services-based

approach (Waylen and Martin-Ortega 2013), and the South East

Queensland Ecosystem Services Framework in Australia provides

an example at the catchment level (Maynard et al., this book).

In parallel to the popularisation of the idea of ecosystem

services, related concepts such as payments for ecosystem ser-

vices have increasingly been considered as economic instruments

to enhance or safeguard ecosystem service supply for the benefit

of society across both developing and industrialised countries

(Schomers and Matzdorf 2013). Payment for ecosystem services

schemes aim to reach mutually beneficial agreements between

providers and beneficiaries of ecosystem services, and entail

a reward mechanism for ecosystem managers to maintain or

improve provision of services valued by beneficiaries (Engel

et al. 2008; Wunder et al. 2008). The number of payments

for ecosystem services schemes and related applications has

grown significantly in the past two decades, particularly in Latin

America (Brouwer et al. 2011; Martin-Ortega et al. 2013; Mul-

ligan et al., this book).

Integration of ecosystem services and ecosystem capital into

national accounts is also of growing academic and policy interest

(Edens & Hein 2013). Beyond academia and the policy domain,

preliminary research has been initiated to explore business oppor-

tunities in managing ecosystem services, and there is increasing

recognition that enhanced understanding of how businesses

depend on natural resources can lead to better decision-making

and contribute to reductions in biodiversity loss (Houdet et al.

2012). Growing pressure on businesses to consider ecosystems

was reflected in the official petition for the business community

to contribute to the Convention on Biological Diversity in 2006,
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highlighting the need for businesses to develop best-practice

guidelines to reduce the impact of their activities on biodiversity

(Houdet et al. 2012). The need for, and the opportunities of,

business engagement in sustainable ecosystem management is

evident from other initiatives, including, for example, the Eco-

nomics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity for Business in Brazil

(Pavese et al. 2012), the UK Ecosystem Markets Task Force

(2013), and the World Business Council for Sustainable Devel-

opment (2014; Houdet et al. 2014; Houdet et al., this book).

The concept of ecosystem services has arguably inspired col-

laboration and enhanced communication between scientists from

different disciplines to address complex socio-ecological prob-

lems. It has certainly led to wider debate about the representation

of environmental issues in decision-making processes among

researchers, policy makers, practitioners, and conservation

groups. However, popularisation of the concept has also resulted

in a lack of clarity about the meaning of ‘ecosystem services’ and

in confusion about terminology, for example in relation to the

broader Ecosystem Approach, as defined by the Convention on

Biological Diversity (2000) (see Box 2.1).

There is also concern about the gap between the conceptual-

isation and endorsement of ecosystem services by policy makers

and the incorporation of ecosystem services-based approaches

into actual natural resources management practice (Nahlik et al.

2012). Many initiatives are at an early stage, or remain at a

conceptual level. Mechanisms to monitor the effectiveness of

ecosystem services-based management approaches are not

widely in place, or do not yet provide sufficient evidence. Also,

it remains subject to debate whether at least some of those

initiatives are being influenced and driven by a genuine ecosys-

tem services paradigm, or whether part of the popularisation of

ecosystem services can be attributed to re-framing or re-labelling

existing approaches, i.e. ‘old wine in new bottles’. The rapid and

widespread adoption of the term ‘ecosystem services’ in the

scientific literature (see Figure 2.1) and in the policy domain

carries the risk of its use becoming detached from any specific

meaning. Gómez-Baggethun et al. (2010) express concerns that

mainstreaming ecosystem services may result in applications

that diverge from the purpose of the concept. Specifically, they

are concerned about the shift away from its original purpose

Box 2.1 The Ecosystem Approach (versus ecosystem services-based approaches)

The terms ecosystem approach and ecosystem services are often used interchangeably and it is worth discussing the differences

(Waylen et al. 2013, 2014).

The Ecosystem Approach (capitalised) is a specific framework for action adopted by the Convention on Biological Diversity

(2000) as ‘a strategy for the integrated management of land, water and living resources that promotes conservation and sustainable

use in an equitable way’. It is based on the application of the 12 Malawi Principles, which are explicit and prescriptive characteristics

of this framework for action. While being different in essence, the specific Ecosystem Approach and the more generic ecosystem

services-based approaches as defined in this book (i.e. as a flexible way of understanding), overlap in certain critical areas. Notably,

the Ecosystem Approach considers humans as an integral part of ecosystems (close to core element 1 in this book’s definition of

ecosystem service-based approaches – see Section 2.3). It also recognises, in Malawi Principle 4, the need to understand ecosystems

in an economic context (e.g. internalising the benefits), which is implicit in our core element 4. Both the Ecosystem Approach and

ecosystem services-based approaches prescribe the involvement of stakeholders and various forms of knowledge in natural resource

management (Malawi Principle 11; our core element 3). However, the Ecosystem Approach goes further in that it involves

prescription of how ecosystems should be managed. By contrast, in our definition, ecosystem services-based approaches may or

may not encompass action.

It could be said that existing management and conservation frameworks, such as the Ecosystem Approach,a have shaped

ecosystem services-based approaches, and, conversely, ecosystem services-based approaches have influenced the general paradigm

of natural resource management and the operationalisation of the Ecosystem Approach in practice. For example, the conceptual

framework of phase 2 of the UK National Ecosystem Assessment has now been clearly embedded within the wider Ecosystem

Approach to include aspects of governance and decision-making (Scott et al. 2014). Conversely, after the release of the Millennium

Ecosystem Assessment reports, the Convention on Biological Diversity has suggested that the use of ecosystem services concepts

and language could help support its goals (Convention on Biological Diversity 2006)

In summary, while the terms ‘Ecosystem Approach’ and ‘ecosystem services-based approaches’ are sometimes used interchange-

ably, it is important to note that the two are not the same and that the adoption of an ecosystem services-based approach is not a

substitute for, or equal to, adopting the Ecosystem Approach. Although an ecosystem service-based approach can fit within an

Ecosystem Approach, implementing an ecosystem service-based approach does not necessarily involve the range of considerations

encapsulated by the 12 Malawi Principles.
aAs well as Integrated Water Resources Management (see Niasse and Cherlet, this book).
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as an educational concept to increase public interest in biodiver-

sity conservation (Peterson et al. 2010), towards an emphasis on

the commodification of nature for trade in potential markets

(Kosoy & Corbera 2010; Corbera & Pascual 2012). Norgaard

(2010) states that we might be ‘blinded’ by the ecosystem ser-

vices ‘metaphor’ and thus not see the ecological, economic, and

political complexities of the challenges we actually face. Some

have argued that the ‘economic production metaphor’ does not

incorporate the important moral and ethical dimensions that

humans associate with nature, and which are embedded in held

values, beliefs, and norms about nature (Raymond et al. 2013)

and in the multiple and complex values that humans attribute to

nature (Kosoy & Corbera 2010).

In addition, excessive, uncritical faith in the potential of man-

agement approaches based on some form of an ecosystem services

framework to address complex and conflict-laden resource

management problems is likely to result in disillusion if solutions

prove to be unsatisfactory. For example, great expectations are

currently being placed on the potential of payments for ecosystem

services schemes in mitigating water-related problems derived

from forest degradation, despite the fact that robust evidence

on the positive impacts of existing schemes is lacking (Porras

et al. 2012; Martin-Ortega et al. 2013).

This chapter aims to disentangle the notion of what we call

‘ecosystem services-based approaches’. First, we review the evo-

lution of the term ‘ecosystem services’. Then we propose a way

of characterising ecosystem services-based approaches for

research and decision-making. Our purpose is not to provide an

ultimate definition of the ecosystem service approach, but rather

to establish a basis for characterising its applications (in policy

Figure 2.1 Timeline representing the evolution of the notion of ecosystem services, including landmarks ( ) and new aspects entering the scientific

discussion ( ). The bar chart illustrates the increase in publications using the term ‘ecosystem services’ or ‘ecological services’ based on a

computerised search of the ISI Web of Science database during the time period up to 2013 (as an update of Fisher et al. 2009).
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initiatives or research projects). Because we acknowledge that

definitions and classifications of ecosystem services are case-

specific and purpose-driven, we focus on common key (core)

elements that constitute and characterise ways of approaching

environmental problems within the ecosystem services paradigm.

The terminology adopted here has been carefully considered.

We refer to approaches and not frameworks, because we refer to

the way complex relationships between humans and the environ-

ment are understood, and not to a formalised supporting struc-

ture. We use the plural because we consider ecosystem services-

based approaches to be based on a paradigm that encompasses

different ways of articulating that understanding. These different

articulations can take the form of conceptual theoretical frame-

works, such as the ones proposed by the UK National Ecosystem

Assessment (Bateman et al. 2011; Schaafsma et al., this book),

the Valuing Nature Network (UK National Ecosystem Assess-

ment 2014) or the well-established ecosystem service’s cascade

from Haines-Young and Potschin (2010); frameworks of action

such as the Ecosystem Approach (Box 2.1) and Integrated Water

Resources Management (Niasse and Cherlet, this book); or clas-

sification or accounting frameworks (such as the Common Inter-

national Classification of Ecosystem Services developed by the

European Environment Agency.1) The term services-based is

used to explicitly differentiate from the Ecosystem Approach.

The term core elements is used rather than principles, to further

ensure clear differentiation with the Malawi Principles of the

Ecosystem Approach, and to reflect the idea that the elements we

propose are at the core of what we understand is an ecosystem

services-based approach.

2 .2 ORIGINS AND EVOLUTION OF THE

NOTION OF ‘ECOSYSTEM SERVICES’

Gómez-Baggethun et al. (2010) link the historic development of

the concept of ecosystem services to the evolution of general

economic concerns about nature, and the emergence and expan-

sion of environmental economics as a discipline. In this context,

the authors describe the evolution from the original economic

conception of nature’s benefits as use values in Classical eco-

nomics; their conceptualisation in terms of ‘exchange values’ in

Neoclassical economics; and the expansion of monetary valu-

ation to what they call the ‘mainstreaming of the new economics

of ecosystems’, in which the ecosystem services notion is embed-

ded. Here we focus on the emergence of the term ‘ecosystem

service’ itself, and the evolution of its meaning and use (see

Figure 2.1 for a graphical representation).

The term ecosystem services was first mentioned in the 1960s.

King (1966) was concerned with the interaction between eco-

logical and economic relationships of humans, and defined six

values associated with wildlife that are ‘positive’ to people’.2

Helliwell (1969) identifies recognisable benefits from wildlife

and proposed the monetisation of values to incorporate them into

conventional cost–benefit analysis. Westman (1977, p.961) dis-

cusses the importance of accounting for the benefits of nature’s

services, understood as the ‘dynamics of ecosystems’ that

‘impart to society a variety of benefits’, and differentiated them

from ecosystems’ standing stock or nature’s free goods. In their

article ‘Extinction, substitution and ecosystem services’, Ehrlich

and Mooney (1983) highlight that extinctions of species would

result in the loss of services to humanity, which could range from

trivial to catastrophic. Further publications appeared in the early

1990s (e.g. Ehrlich & Wilson 1991; Costanza & Daly 1992;

Ehrlich & Ehrlich 1992). Bingham et al. (1995) discuss the

relationship between ecosystem services and economic valu-

ation. These studies used the term ecosystem service, but none

gave specific definitions.

Key milestones were the publication of Daily’s book Nature’s

Services: Societal Dependence on Natural Ecosystems (1997),

and Costanza et al.’s (1997) seminal work ‘The value of the

world’s ecosystem services and natural capital’. Daily (1997,

p.3) provides the first definition of the term ‘ecosystem services’,

as ‘the conditions and processes through which natural ecosys-

tems, and the species that make them up, sustain and fulfil human

life’. She also highlights that failure to foster delivery of eco-

system services undermines economic prosperity, forecloses

options, and diminishes other aspects of human wellbeing. Cost-

anza et al. (1997) set the ambitious goal of assigning a monetary

value to the world’s ecosystems and estimated an aggregated

value of the entire biosphere. Costanza et al.’s work has been

subject to criticism; El Serafy (1998) raises concerns about the

comparison between the world’s ecosystem services values and

the global gross national product; Norgaard and Bode (1998)

focus their criticism on the use of marginal values ‘when the total

collapse of some services seemed not only plausible but the

driving concern’. Both highlight the fact that separate valuations

of ecosystem services could result in double counting (a fact that

had been acknowledged by Constanza et al. themselves). Despite

these criticisms, this work contributed significantly to placing the

valuation of ecosystem services very high on the research agenda.

From the late 1990s onwards, the literature on ecosystem

services grew rapidly (e.g. Limburg & Folke 1999; Bockstael

et al. 2000; De Groot et al. 2002). In particular, De Groot et al.

(2002) made a critical contribution by emphasising the role of the

ecosystem functions underlying the provision of services and

1 www.cices.eu

2 The six values listed by King (1966) are: commercial, recreational,

biological, esthetic, scientific, and social values.
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goods. They list and describe a set of ecosystem functions as ‘the

capacity of natural processes and components to provide goods

and services that satisfy human needs, directly or indirectly’ (De

Groot et al. 2002, p.394). Based on an earlier paper (De Groot

1992), four general types of ecosystem functions were defined:

regulation, habitat, production, and information functions.

These publications provided the foundation for the Millen-

nium Ecosystem Assessment (2003 2005), which is undoubtedly

the turning point in the popularisation of the ecosystem services

concept. The assessment aimed to demonstrate how the decline

in biodiversity (and degradation of ecosystems more generally)

directly affect ecosystem functions that underpin services essen-

tial for human wellbeing. It provided a broad definition of eco-

system services as ‘the benefits people obtain from ecosystems’

(2003, p.49) and the most frequently quoted typology of services:

provisioning (production), regulating (regulation), supporting

(habitat), and cultural (information) services. The Millennium

Ecosystem Assessment explicitly promoted the use of the notion

of ecosystem services to inform decision-makers across the

globe, and has clearly inspired the development and application

of different forms of ecosystem services-based approaches.

Since publication of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment,

different interpretations and critiques of the definition and clas-

sification of ecosystem services have emerged. Ojea et al. (2012)

reviewed the range of definitions that have been proposed, and

found that interpretations differ according to the nature and types

of services that are considered to have value for society. One

post-Millennium Ecosystem Assessment definition is that of

Boyd and Banzhaf (2007, p.619), who define final ecosystem

services as ‘the components of nature directly enjoyed, con-

sumed, or used to yield human well-being’. The authors consider

services as the end products of nature (and hence the term final

ecosystem services), and distinguish them from intermediate

natural components and from benefits. Boyd and Banzhaf pro-

pose to value only services as defined above, and exclude bene-

fits in which anthropogenic inputs are involved (e.g. recreational

angling would have non-natural inputs such as tackle and boats)

and intermediate components, which they define as part of the

process resulting in ecosystem services. Fisher et al. (2009)

define ecosystem services as the aspects of ecosystems utilised

(actively or passively) to generate human wellbeing. Based on

this definition, they distinguish between (1) abiotic inputs such

as rainfall; (2) intermediate services such as water regulation;

(3) final services such as constant stream flow; and (4) benefits,

such as water for irrigation, for hydroelectric power, or recre-

ation. Wallace (2007) and Fisher and Turner (2008) highlight

that the same service can be either intermediate or final,

depending on the context (e.g. primary production to regulate

water or to benefit directly as food). Fisher et al. (2009) also

point to the importance of stakeholders’ perceptions in defining

whether a service is intermediate or final.

The focus on final ecosystem services is motivated by the need

to avoid double counting when valuing ecosystem services. As

Lele (2009) explains for the case of water services, structural

changes in ecosystems (e.g. timber plantations) can influence

watershed processes (e.g. increase of erosion rates). These

changes can result in different kinds of human impact, which

can be negative (e.g. decreased reservoir capacity due to sedi-

ment load resulting in reduced hydropower production capacity)

or positive (e.g. increased fertilisation of floodplains). Lele

points out that the ‘process’ should not be the focus of valuation.

Rather, it is the outcome of the process (the final service), which

has an impact on human wellbeing and, therefore, has economic

value. According to Fu et al. (2011), the exclusion of intermedi-

ate services in economic valuation does not indicate that they

have no value, but that their values are realised through the value

of the final ecosystem services.

The idea of final ecosystem services has been incorporated

into recent assessments of ecosystem services, for example, in

the latest report on The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiver-

sity (Kumar 2010); the UK National Ecosystem Assessment

(Bateman et al. 2011); and other literature (Haines-Young &

Potschin 2010). Supporting (and in some cases even regulating)

ecosystem services have been located in the intermediate ecosys-

tem services group due to their indirect repercussions on human

wellbeing (Wallace 2007; Fu et al. 2011) – for example, their

role in preserving the delivery of provisioning services.

A further distinction is that of final services and goods. The UK

National Ecosystem Assessment defines goods as the objects

(both of use and non-use character) that people value (Bateman

et al. 2011; Schaafsma et al., this book). Goods should therefore

be at the centre of any assessment, while services are the flows

that originate from ecosystems and contribute to the provisioning

of goods. The Common International Classification of Ecosystem

Services also recognises the need to distinguish between final

ecosystem services and ecosystem goods and benefits (collect-

ively referred to as ‘products’) and defines ecosystem services as

the contributions that ecosystems make to human wellbeing

(Common International Classification of Ecosystem Services

2012). These services are final in that they are the outputs of

ecosystems that most directly affect the wellbeing of people.

According to the Common International Classification of Ecosys-

tem Services, a fundamental characteristic is that final services

retain a connection with the underlying ecosystem functions,

processes, and structures that generate them. Ecosystems products

are the goods and benefits that people create or derive from final

ecosystem services. These final outputs from ecosystems have

been turned into products or experiences that are not functionally

connected to the systems from which they were derived.

A parallel discussion has developed around the monetisation of

the value of ecosystem services. In environmental economics, the

predominant paradigm for the interpretation of the notion of value
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of ecosystem services has been that of Neoclassical economics

(Gómez-Baggethun et al. 2010). Within this paradigm, the value

of ecosystem services is measured in terms of the welfare change

associated with changes in ecosystem status in monetary units

(Pearce & Turner 1989). The need for and validity of monetary

assessments of ecosystem services values has been, and continues

to be, heavily criticised, particularly from ecological economics

perspectives (Proops 1989; Martinez-Alier et al. 1998; Azqueta &

Delacámara 2006; Spangenbergh & Settele 2010). Even though

alternative indicators of wellbeing that do not rely on monetary

values have been suggested and applied (Byg 2015), they have

only recently found their way into actual assessments of ecosys-

tem services. For example, Kenter et al. (2013) investigated the

recreational use and non-use values of UK divers and sea anglers

in potential marine protected areas in the context of the UK

National Ecosystem Assessment, using a combination of monet-

ary and non-monetary valuation methods and an interactive map-

ping application to assess site visit numbers.

2 .3 ECOSYSTEM SERVICES-BASED

APPROACHES: DEFINITION AND CORE

ELEMENTS

As demonstrated above, there is no clear consensus on how

exactly ecosystem services should be defined and classified, and

as research on ecosystem services evolves, further interpretations

might emerge. Major differences between definitions arise from

the purpose the ecosystem service concept is expected to serve

(Fisher & Turner 2008; Fisher et al. 2009). A purely descriptive

objective, for example, illustrating human–nature relationships,

can use the most generic and broad definitions, such as those

given by the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005) and

Daily (1997). For the specific purpose of creating an ecosystem

services or ‘green’ inventory that can be balanced against eco-

nomic national accounts – and therefore an evaluative use of the

term – it is useful to think beyond aspects that are ‘valued’ and

define ecosystem services more narrowly, as in the Common

International Classification of Ecosystem Services developed

from the work on environmental accounting by the European

Environment Agency. Frameworks of identified ecosystem ser-

vices will then differ depending on the specific descriptive or

evaluative objectives behind the task (see Fisher et al. 2009).

Instead of drawing upon extensive but generic ‘lists’ of ser-

vices such as the ones published in the Millennium Ecosystem

Assessment, the selection and definition of relevant ecosystem

services should be on a project-by-project basis to avoid a mis-

match of purpose and underlying conceptual framework.

Research papers should make clear the underlying purpose of

the work and how the term ecosystem service is defined. Unlike

Nahlik et al. (2012), we understand that specific projects should

define and operationalise frameworks to achieve their own spe-

cific targets. As stated previously, rather than trying to provide

an ultimate definition of the Ecosystem Services Framework, we

propose a set of common guiding core elements of generic

ecosystem services-based approaches that underpins the charac-

terisation of research and policy applications.

Broadly, then, an ecosystem services-based approach is a way

of understanding the complex relationships between nature and

humans to support decision-making, with the aim of reversing the

declining status of ecosystems and ensuring the sustainable use/

management/conservation of resources. An ecosystem services-

based approach entails the following core elements:

(1) The focus on the status of ecosystems, and the recognition

of its effects on human wellbeing. An ecosystem services-

based approach takes a viewpoint of anthropocentric

instrumentalism, placing the emphasis on the benefits that

humans obtain from nature, and recognising that humans

are the ones who assign value to aspects of ecosystems.

This is in contrast to alternative ways of interpreting the

relationships between humans and nature, which consider

the human system to be part of a broader ecological system

and reject the idea of decision-making being purely driven

by anthropocentric views, including notions of intrinsic

value and bio- or eco-centric viewpoints.

(2) The understanding of the biophysical underpinning of eco-

systems in terms of service delivery. This represents a new

way of understanding and describing ecosystems in terms

of the biophysical structures, processes, and functions

leading to the delivery of services to humans (production

chain). Traditionally, ecologists and other natural scientists

have not thought about ecosystems in terms of human

wellbeing, but rather in terms of biogeochemical cycles,

energy flows, species behaviour, population dynamics, etc.

An ecosystem services-based approach implies that there

should be a ‘re-phrasing’ of science in terms of how nature

delivers to humans and what roles humans play in that

delivery. Moreover, it requires the description and adequate

quantification of the interactions of an ecosystem’s com-

ponents and their effects upon a single service or a range of

services (acknowledging complex interdependencies),

across temporal and spatial scales.

(3) The integration of natural and social sciences and other

strands of knowledge for a comprehensive understanding

of the service delivery process. An ecosystem services-

based approach is, by definition, transdisciplinary in

nature; this requires the integration of different academic

disciplines, for example, via jointly developed models,

which inevitably trade-off precision in disciplinary

approaches to achieve outcomes that are of use to
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decision-making. An ecosystem services-based approach

also requires the consideration of non-academic strands of

knowledge, including the views and perceptions of stake-

holders at the relevant scales. Co-construction of know-

ledge with stakeholders is essential to understand the

variety of ways in which ecosystems generate wellbeing,

and to establish the legitimacy of decisions based on the

valuation of ecosystem services.

(4) The assessment of the services provided by ecosystems for

its incorporation into decision-making. An ecosystem

services-based approach inherently implies an assessment

(qualitative or quantitative) of the services delivered by

ecosystems, and the identification of the social/individual

values of services in monetary and/or non-monetary terms.

This is motivated by the need to incorporate these values

into decision-making processes.

The above core elements are logically related to each other in

a nested structure. Core element 1 is a necessary condition for

core element 2 to apply. Similarly, core elements 1 and 2 are

implied in the integrative work of core element 3, and for the

assessment established in core element 4, i.e. as pre-requisites for

the assessment of ecosystem services and the incorporation of

their values into decision-making. Figure 2.2 illustrates this.

The nested structure of the core elements accommodates vari-

ations in the application of ecosystem services-based approaches.

Our proposition is that an ecosystem services-based approach

necessarily implies that the core elements are present, but that

different research or policy case studies vary in how the core

elements are represented.3 According to the nested structure, any

ecosystem services-based application is necessarily grounded in

the acknowledgement that ecosystem status and human well-

being are linked (core element 1); however, the effects on human

wellbeing can be perceived in a comprehensive manner, or be

focused on specific dimensions of wellbeing only (for example,

whether solely economic welfare effects are considered,

or whether shared social values, happiness, health, security,

etc., are included as well). In core element 2, variation may arise

from the way the biophysical underpinning of service delivery is

established. For example, biophysical analysis can be predomin-

antly based on either measurement or modelling. Also, some

applications might be based on a more complex, site-specific

biophysical analysis than others that, for example, rely on trans-

ferring knowledge on biophysical effects of ecosystem changes

from similar contexts. Similarly, the integration of knowledge

across disciplines and domains (core element 3) can also be

examined along a range of dimensions; the degree of knowledge

integration can involve only a few scientific disciplines and

domains, or co-generation of knowledge can involve many dis-

ciplines and domains; integration can be either static, following

pre-defined paths in which knowledge flows between all the

parties involved, or dynamic, allowing for feedback loops and

adjustments in the conditions and assumptions underlying know-

ledge creation. Adherence to core element 3 can be achieved

through (quantitative) surveys or (qualitative) participatory pro-

cesses with stakeholders that aim to co-construct knowledge.

Finally, the assessment of services (core element 4) can be

quantitative or qualitative, or be conducted in monetary or non-

monetary terms. The suggestions for characterising adherence to

the four core elements (see Figure 2.2) are not meant to be

comprehensive. Rather, we hope that the idea of the nested core

elements will stimulate discussions among researchers and

policy makers about plausible and useful characterising terms.

Furthermore, any characterisation may be adjusted over time to

Figure 2.2 Nested core elements characterising ecosystem services-based approaches.

3 Examples of levels of adherence can be found in the boxes on the left-hand

side of Figure 2.2. Many of the pairs of terms in the figure describe

extremes, while a case study may actually sit somewhere in between.
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accommodate novel developments in ecosystem services-based

approaches methodology or application.

Box 2.2 describes the core elements of an ecosystem services-

based approach using the understanding of forests’ water-related

ecosystem services as an example.

2 .4 CONCLUSIONS

We view ecosystem services-based approaches as a particular

way of understanding the complex relationships between

humans and nature; that is, a particular way of looking at

socio-oecological issues. An ecosystem services-based approach

is not a management tool per se, but rather a pair of glasses that

one (researcher, analyst, policy maker, or land manager) might

wear to tackle the problem at hand. As such, it is expected to

promote holistic systems thinking, identifying connections

between an ecosystem’s components, and to help understand

how ecosystem services benefit different social groups at differ-

ent locations, revealing what dis-services and trade-offs might

exist.

The concept of ecosystem services has arguably inspired col-

laboration and enhanced communication between scientists from

different disciplines to address complex socio-ecological prob-

lems. It has certainly led to wider debate about the representation

of environmental issues in decision-making processes among

researchers, policy makers, practitioners, and conservation

groups. It has helped to incorporate into the debate often ignored

benefits that people derive from ecosystems and to recognise the

many values of nature within different decision-making contexts

that affect a broad range of stakeholders.

Despite this enthusiasm and popularisation, or maybe pre-

cisely because of it, we see three major risks associated with

the adoption of ecosystem services concepts. The first risk relates

to current confusion about terminology and the understanding of

related concepts. We believe that an increasingly blind and

uncritical adoption of ecosystem service terminology that is

devoid of any specific meaning can over time be detrimental to

the targeted application of ecosystem services-based approaches

and their potential to inform decision-making processes. This is

because consensus (between researchers, policy makers, stake-

holders) may be based on each party’s own interpretation of the

terminology and associated/underlying conceptual foundations,

and it may create ‘fake consensus’ situations where problems

only surface when affected parties are probed more deeply about

what they actually mean. At the extreme, the ecosystem services

‘discourse’ may be exploited to sell ‘business as usual’ in

research and decision-making, and solely to create new research

demands rather than to clarify existing needs. We therefore think

there is a greater need for researchers and decision-makers alike

to question their use of ecosystem service terminology, and also

the use of ecosystem service terminology by their peers.

The second risk stems from overlooking the limitations and

potential negative consequences of applying ecosystem services-

based approaches. Among the limitations of moving from the

conceptual level to the practical implementation of ecosystem

services-based approaches are the challenges associated with the

current capacity of understanding of the effects of interventions

Box 2.2 An ecosystem services-based approach to the understanding of water-related forest ecosystem services

In a water context, an ecosystem services-based approach:

� recognises that structural changes to forests can influence several watershed processes (e.g. erosion rates, sediment load, water

chemistry, peak flow levels, total flow, base flow, or groundwater recharge) in different ways and that, in turn, these changes

result in different kinds of impact on human wellbeing (e.g. increased costs of water purification, increased fertilisation of

floodplain lands, decreased reservoir capacity due to siltation, flood damage, changes in agriculture) (Lele 2009) – core

element 1.

� requires the understanding of the biophysical processes that determine the way forest cover, forest structure, soil–vegetation

dynamics, etc. affect the amount and quality of freshwater to the extent that it impacts on human wellbeing (through use or non-

use) by the beneficiaries (core element 2).

� combines knowledge of the service delivery processes that are based on natural sciences (e.g. plant physiology, ecology,

hydrology) with information from social sciences (e.g. economics, psychology, political science) and (local) stakeholder

knowledge (e.g. farmers, drinking water users, floodplain residents, hydropower companies, regulators) that jointly help to

understand, for example, where benefits arise in relation to where ecosystem change takes place (core element 3).

� requires at least some degree of measurement of changes in the final services delivered (e.g. increase of the flow of water

associated with forest cover) coupled with a qualitative interpretation of the implications for human wellbeing, or the valuation

of associated benefits through, for example, willingness to pay for increased water availability, so that these benefits can be

incorporated into decision making (for example, on afforestation or the creation of protected forest areas) – core element 4.
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impacting on land use and water management in terms of

final ecosystem services and, hence, the possibility of accurately

valuing benefits. If incentive mechanisms for land and water

management, such as payments for ecosystems services, are

put in place based on the false assumption that the desired

benefits will be delivered, then the process is likely to be

counterproductive.

Finally, even if non-monetary assessments are used, the essen-

tially anthropogenic nature of ecosystem services-based

approaches might indeed lead to the ‘commodification’ of nature

and natural assets. This could introduce unforeseeable effects on

societies if the service notion clashes with their world views (e.g.

according to Ibarra et al. 2011, a payment for ecosystem services

scheme caused the food insecurity of an indigenous community

in Mexico), and/or result in the neglect of negative impacts on

aspects of ecosystems for which final services and benefits have

not yet been identified.

In summary, ecosystem services-based approaches are neither

a silver bullet nor a panacea and need to be assessed and moni-

tored appropriately. They have the great virtue of having stimu-

lated dialogue, but it is now important to make sure that this

dialogue remains meaningful and purpose-driven.
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17 Cultural ecosystem services, water, and aquatic
environments

Andrew Church, Rob Fish, Neil Ravenscroft, and Lee Stapleton

17 .1 INTRODUCTION

Cultural ecosystem services have proved a highly challenging

area for undertaking ecosystem assessments and developing eco-

system services-based approaches that can be incorporated

within decision-making. Cultural ecosystem services are clearly

core to understanding how ecosystems relate to human wellbeing

since they focus on the cultural and social processes by which

humans and the non-human interact. This involves activities,

such as recreation, and spaces, such as parks and gardens, that

are at the centre of everyday life. The problematic dimension of

cultural ecosystem services is that it brings the longstanding

philosophical and social theory debates over the meaning of

culture into an approach to understanding the natural environ-

ment that has largely emerged out of natural science and eco-

nomics. Ecosystem services-based approaches encourage

classification and measurement which is often highly problem-

atic when considering cultural entities and practices that resist

simple definitions. Furthermore, the cultural aspects of ecosys-

tems are not just confined to cultural ecosystem services. For

example, Holmlund and Hammer (1999) discuss food production

as a cultural service, whereas the Millennium Ecosystem Assess-

ment (2005) would define food as a provisioning service. As Fish

(2011, pp.674–675) notes, it ‘is probably more accurate to think

of “culture” less as a separate “box” within the services typology

[. . .]. In what sense, for instance, is the provision of “food” not

also a cultural ecosystem service?’

The same arguments can be applied to water in that how water

is treated and ‘mis-treated’ in any society will to a significant

degree be influenced by cultural attitudes. There is a large

literature on the cultural significance of water which highlights

how different societies currently and historically have under-

stood the significance of water and attached distinct political,

cultural, and social meanings to water (Toussaint 2006). Strang

(2006) argues that it is also important to recognise the cross-

cultural ‘flows’ relating to water and points out that in Western

society and for some Australian Aboriginal peoples immersion in

water can be a highly significant spiritual act.

Clearly the multifaceted cultural dimensions of water raise

significant challenges for attempts to incorporate cultural eco-

system services into an understanding of water ecosystems.

Nevertheless, there is now a substantial body of writing on

cultural ecosystem services that is starting to provide some

conceptual and empirical clarity. A proportion of this literature

has been concerned with water and aquatic environments, which

has begun to indicate how cultural ecosystem services can be

incorporated into the analysis of water-related ecosystem ser-

vices. This chapter focuses mainly on summarising and discuss-

ing the literature on cultural ecosystem services in general and

studies that focus on water found in peer-reviewed journals and

academic books, but reference is also made to some policy-

instigated ecosystem assessments. The body of research dis-

cussed in this chapter reveals a number of challenges relating

to understanding water and cultural ecosystem services. These

include the definition and scope of cultural ecosystem services

and also the conceptual and empirical approaches used to study

cultural ecosystem services. The chapter also seeks to consider

the implications of these challenges for the incorporation of

cultural ecosystem services into an ecosystem services-based

approach as defined in Chapter 2 of this book, which can under-

pin decision-making.

17 .2 DEFINITIONS OF CULTURAL

ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

In the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005) cultural eco-

system services were defined as ‘the non-material benefits

people obtain from ecosystems through spiritual enrichment,

cognitive development, reflection, recreation, and aesthetic

experience’ (p.29). This definition presents cultural ecosystem

services as involving a series of these five processes that generate

wellbeing benefits. The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment

listed ten benefits provided through these five processes and

these were: cultural diversity, spiritual and religious values,

knowledge systems, educational values, inspiration, aesthetic
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values, social relations, sense of place, cultural heritage values,

recreation and eco-tourism. The inclusion of recreation in both

the list of benefits and processes confirms the widely recognised

view that the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment approach

equates services and benefits (e.g. Nahlik et al. 2012). However,

what is less well recognised is an important innovation in the

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment in terms of the conceptual

consideration of cultural ecosystem services, which is that bene-

fits are mediated by processes.

Where other definitions of cultural ecosystem services are put

forward in the literature, these tend to correspond to the Millen-

nium Ecosystem Assessment definition, either explicitly or

implicitly. Alternative definitions are limited. Chan et al.

(2012, p. 9) modified the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment

definition so that cultural ecosystem services are defined as

‘ecosystems’ contributions to the non-material benefits (e.g.,

capabilities and experiences) that arise from human–ecosystem

relationships’ (p.9). This definition is adopted by Plieninger et al.

(2013) and Klain and Chan (2012).

Beyond these alternative definitions of cultural ecosystem ser-

vices, sometimes the term cultural ecosystem service is not used

but a series of benefits are described under different terminologies

that might be recognised as cultural ecosystem services according

to the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment definition. Examples

include amenity functions (Pinto-Correia & Carvalho-Ribeiro

2012), benefits (Fisher et al. 2008, 2009), information functions

(de Groot 2006; de Groot et al. 2002) life fulfilling services (Chee

2004), and socio-cultural fulfilment (Wallace 2007). Fisher et al.

(2008, 2009) adopt a rather different approach, seeking clarity by

distinguishing between cultural ecosystem services and benefits

rather than equating the two: ‘we define ecosystem services to be

about ecological phenomena (e.g. not cultural services which we

see as very valuable benefits derived from ecosystems and ser-

vices)’ (Fisher et al. 2009, p.644).

The variations in definitions of cultural ecosystem services raise

a problem for ecosystem services-based approaches as a whole

which are designed in part to encourage certain stakeholders to

consider a range of environmental issues in decision-making. As

Potschin and Haines-Young (2013) argue, if proponents of ecosys-

tem services approaches lack some form of agreement over defin-

itions then this limits the advocacy role of the approach. A recent

attempt to refine the definition of cultural ecosystem services

occurred as part of the UK National Ecosystem Assessment (UK

NEA 2011) follow on research. The UK National Ecosystem

Assessment was completed in 2011 and further research was

commissioned to address identified knowledge gaps (see

Schaafsma et al. in this book). This included a study that sought

to develop a definition of cultural ecosystem services in conjunc-

tion with certain national policy bodies responsible for conser-

vation and the development of the ecosystem services policy

approaches in the UK (Church et al. 2014). The definition used

in this study disaggregated cultural ecosystem services into envir-

onmental spaces (e.g. lakes and beaches) where people interact

with the natural environment and a series of cultural practices, such

as exercising and playing, that shape these interactions and spaces.

More generally these cultural practices and environmental spaces

are understood to reflect and influence the cultural values people

individually and collectively hold concerning the natural environ-

ment (Fish & Church 2015). This definition sought to identify

measurable entities such as places and practices that can be utilised

in decision-making while also acknowledging the complex value-

based dimensions to cultural ecosystem services. Such definitional

problems are always likely to persist, partly because cultural eco-

system services links ecosystems services-based approaches to

complex, longstanding, and contested debates over culture–nature

(Descola 2013) and the interactions between humans and non-

humans (Hinchcliffe 2008) that have recently been addressed

through relational ontologies drawing on concepts such as hybrid-

ity (Whatmore 2002) and the gift of nature (Church et al. 2013).

These current writings suggest how humans relate to nature will

always be subject to philosophical and scientific discourse and

contestation, which means that cultural ecosystem services will

be similarly debated in terms of how they are defined.

17 .3 SCOPE OF CULTURAL ECOSYSTEM

SERVICES

The variations that can be found in discussions of the definitions

of cultural ecosystem services are also reflected in the literature

which considers the scope of cultural ecosystem services using

one or more categories of service. The most common category of

cultural ecosystem services is recreation/tourism, featuring in the

majority of the literature (Hernandez-Mocillo et al. 2013). There

are only limited examples of writing which do not directly

consider this and instead focus on other categories: Grêt-Rega-

mey et al. (2008) – scenic beauty; Grêt-Regamey et al. (2013) –

landscape aesthetics; Raudsepp-Hearne et al. (2010a 2010b) –

so-called proxies;1 Sandhu et al. (2008) – aesthetics; and van

Berkel and Verburg (2014) – aesthetic beauty, cultural heritage,

spirituality, and inspiration.

A number of the studies of cultural ecosystem services and

tourism/recreation focus on specific water-based activities such

as diving (Worm et al. 2006; Ruiz-Frau et al. 2013) and whale

watching (Beaumont et al. 2007; Cisneros-Montemayor &

Sumaila 2010). Whereas other ecosystem services studies of

water and tourism/recreation examine particular freshwater

bodies, usually lakes and rivers (see Raymond et al. 2009 for

1 ‘[N]on-food ecosystem services, including forest cover and percentage of

land under protected-area status (proxies for many cultural and regulating

services)’ (p.579).
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the Murray-Darling river basin in Australia) and sub-areas of

marine environments (see Worm et al. 2006 for the Caribbean).

More generally, the other processes put forward by the Millen-

nium Ecosystem Assessment, which lead to cultural ecosystem

services/benefits, feature to varying extents in the literature. In

papers in refereed journals aesthetics is second to recreation/

tourism as the most mentioned cultural ecosystem service

(Hernandez-Mocillo et al. 2013). This is reflected in some studies

of cultural services in freshwater habitats such as the Gariep River

Basin in Lesotho and South Africa (Bohensky et al. 2006). Cul-

tural ecosystem services are framed in terms of recreation/tourism

in each case, as well as aesthetics in Peterson et al. (2003). The

tendency to focus on recreation/tourism and aesthetics, with less

attention paid to other service categories, is concerning because of

its partiality. Fish (2011, p.674) notes that ‘the danger is that an

[ecosystems approach] ends up addressing a rather underwhelm-

ing and predictable set of activities, such as types and patterns of

recreation and (undertheorized) to aesthetic value’.

Spiritual enrichment and cognitive development, incorporat-

ing education, both feature to a similar, more moderate extent. It

is difficult to find examples which mention the process of reflec-

tion included in the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment defin-

ition although, relevant to this process, the benefit of inspiration

is variously covered (Chee 2004; Raymond et al. 2009; Maynard

et al. 2010; Schaich et al. 2010; Klain & Chan 2012; Norton

et al. 2012; Piwowarczyk et al. 2013; Plieninger et al. 2013; van

Berkel & Verburg 2014; see also, Maynard et al. in this book).

Other benefits related to reflection and inspiration are covered,

such as calm (Norton et al. 2012), peace (Klain & Chan 2012),

serenity (Chee 2004), and tranquilising effects (Piwowarczyk

et al. 2013).

There is also a wide diversity in terms of the number of cultural

ecosystem services categories covered, ranging from one in sev-

eral studies (usually recreation/tourism) to 30 in Klain and Chan

(2012), split between economic activities (e.g. eco-tourism), tan-

gible non-monetary benefits (e.g. biodiversity/wildlife), and

intangible non-monetary benefits (e.g. community/identity).

17 .4 APPROACHES TO STUDYING

CULTURAL ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

The peer-reviewed literature also indicates the variety of theor-

etical approaches adopted to understanding cultural ecosystem

services. Theoretical approaches have investigated the relation-

ship among different ecosystem services, including cultural eco-

system services (Bennett et al. 2009), and advocated greater

attention to how these relationships affect cultural ecosystem

services in future ecosystem assessments (Carpenter et al.

2009). Daniel et al. (2012) advocate greater attention to the

spatial dimension of cultural ecosystem services, framed in terms

of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment understanding that

cultural ecosystem services equate to non-material benefits, thus

mapping places where particular benefits are realised rather than

places where any, not necessarily specified, cultural benefits are

realised. Indeed, in many regional or national ecosystem assess-

ments a place-based approach is adopted, which considers how

places and landscapes are central to cultural ecosystem services

and the related human wellbeing benefits (Church et al. 2011).

De Groot et al. (2002), however, note that a challenge of ecosys-

tem services-based approaches to decision-making is whether

places and landscapes with cultural meaning are considered as

services in themselves or proxies for services and/or benefits.

For de Groot et al. (2002) landscapes are proxy indicators of

services.

Whatever the distinction made between proxies and services,

studies have identified a number of the theoretical and empirical

advantages of a place-based approach to studying ecosystem

services compared to habitat-, systems-, or process-based

approaches (Potschin & Haines-Young 2013). The merits of

linking cultural ecosystem services research with that concerning

cultural landscapes have also been explored (Schaich et al.

2010). In terms of the latter, it is argued that research into

cultural landscapes studies encounters the same problem as

research using cultural ecosystem services in terms of the vari-

ations in terminology and definitions, but the analyses of cultural

landscapes has had substantially more academic attention

applied to it, thus offering a bank of acquired knowledge that

could be exploited for understanding cultural ecosystem services

(Schaich et al. 2010). Other theoretical discussions have empha-

sised that more account must be taken of the types of values

implied by the different benefits realised from cultural ecosystem

services and individual versus group values (Chan et al. 2012)

have been explored. Theoretical critiques have also been put

forward in terms of the monetary methods used to value cultural

ecosystem services (Chee 2004) and the prevailing conceptual-

isation of cultural ecosystem services (Fish 2011).

These differences in the scope of cultural ecosystem services

covered and the theoretical approaches adopted are to be

expected and to some degree encouraged since cultures are

locally and socially specific. Nevertheless, these differences

make comparisons between studies of cultural ecosystem ser-

vices difficult for decision-makers.

17 .5 APPROACHES TO STUDYING WATER-

RELATED CULTURAL ECOSYSTEM

SERVICES

The studies of water and cultural ecosystem services to some

degree reflect the general literature on cultural ecosystem ser-

vices in terms of the scope of activities studied, often with a
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focus on recreation and tourism, the emphasis on examining

particular places associated with cultural ecosystem services,

and the variety of approaches adopted. In addition, the existing

studies of cultural ecosystem services, water, and aquatic envir-

onments do reveal a number of significant issues facing organisa-

tions and key actors seeking to incorporate ecosystems services-

based approaches into water-related decision-making.

The range of approaches adopted in relation to water-related

cultural ecosystem services is revealed in the studies that

review existing literature or utilise secondary data in an attempt

to draw globally relevant conclusions. Such studies include a

theoretical discussion of the cultural ecosystem services asso-

ciated with fish populations (Holmlund & Hammer 1999) to an

analysis based on secondary data that argues for assessing

cultural ecosystem services arising from marine-based recre-

ational activities globally in terms of levels of participation,

employment, and expenditure (Cisneros-Montemayor &

Sumaila 2010). A global Geographic Information System-based

approach to cultural ecosystem services by Ghermandi and

Nunes (2013) developed a meta-analytical framework of the

values of coastal recreation based on 253 existing valuation

studies that used primary data to assess the recreational benefits

of coastal ecosystems. The findings were used to argue that

such an approach could be used to incorporate socio-economic

data into decision-making that sort to rank coastal areas in

terms of their importance for conservation. The study by Holm-

lund and Hammer (1999) is also a reminder of one of the

limitations of a place-based approach in that some cultural

ecosystem services are linked to species that are ‘mobile’

which is a challenge for decision-makers. For example, the

wellbeing benefits gained from some forms of recreational

angling and sea fishing while linked to certain aquatic spaces

is also reliant on mobile fish stocks.

Many of the empirical studies of water and cultural ecosystem

services that use primary data do, like cultural ecosystem services

research more generally, adopt a spatially explicit approach and

focus on specific places associated with cultural ecosystem ser-

vices. In the cases where primary research data are used to exam-

ine cultural ecosystem services in aquatic environments it is

possible to distinguish in terms of the approach adopted between

those that are based on expert knowledge (usually researchers and

decision-makers) and those that collect primary data from the

public. An example of the former approach used participatory

research with experts (Maynard et al. in this book) for a case study

in South East Queensland, Australia that included coastal areas,

river basins, and wetlands. Here, an expert panel was convened to

assess the magnitude of total ecosystem functions (one cultural

function is given: landscape opportunity) for identified ecosystem

reporting categories, producing a map of the case study area

delimited in terms of high to low total ecosystem functions.

According to the nomenclature used by these authors, services

(11 categories in the case of cultural ecosystem services, including

aesthetics and recreational opportunities) emanate from bio-

physical functions and further work is underway to produce a

map at the service level. Another participatory expert-focused

approach was adopted for a case study in the Murray-Darling

basin region of Australia (Raymond et al. 2009; Crossman et al.

in this book). Fifty-six local and regional decision-makers were

each asked to assign 40 green dots (natural capital and ecosystem

service values) and ten red dots (threats) to a map of the area.

Recreation/tourism was the most valued of all the ecosystem

services assessed and aquatic places were seen as particularly

valuable to delivering cultural ecosystem services.

Other expert-based studies use policy documentation as a data

source. For example, Piwowarczyk et al. (2013) use content

analysis of municipality documents for towns and cities situated

on the Polish coast of the North Sea to determine how ecosystem

services including cultural ecosystem services ‘are perceived in

the practice of urban planning and long term management’.

Similarly, Worm et al. (2006) use a range of existing documen-

tation to analyse quantitatively the effect on ecosystem services

of 138 protected ocean areas in the Caribbean and, as with many

marine studies of cultural ecosystem services, tourism is the

main form of cultural ecosystem services considered. Expert-

based studies have a value for organisations seeking to include

the assessment of ecosystem services into decision-making in

that they allow a relatively rapid assessment of some of the key

issues that may arise when seeking to take account of cultural

ecosystem services. Such approaches, however, are limited in

terms of identifying the benefits of cultural ecosystem services to

human wellbeing, which require data drawn from the public

concerning people’s practices and interactions with the natural

environment and how this relates to wellbeing.

Public-focused approaches to studying cultural ecosystem ser-

vices are varied in terms of the extent to which people were

involved, ranging from small to large sample studies. Larger

sample studies of cultural ecosystem services have gathered data

using a variety of methods. Ruiz-Frau et al. (2013) gathered data

using an online survey to attempt to devise spatially varied

economic values of cultural ecosystem services in coastal envir-

onments and to explore how values were affected by levels of

marine biodiversity. Martı́n-López et al. (2009) used face-to-face

questionnaires with 525 respondents to study cultural ecosystem

services in the Donana national park on the south-western coast

of Spain, and the findings suggested that assessing the economic

value of cultural ecosystem services in aquatic environments

requires advanced methodologies that take account of spatial

and temporal heterogeneity in valuation. As part of the research

that followed on from the UK National Ecosystem Assessment,

Kentner et al. (2014) undertook a large-scale study of the value

of marine protected areas through an online survey of 1683 divers

and sea anglers, as well as 11 deliberative monetary valuation
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workshops with 130 participants who were also divers and

anglers. These methods revealed that the economic benefits of

marine protected areas to recreational users who are benefiting

from cultural ecosystem services could be considerable and

should be more closely considered in protected area designation

decisions since these benefits can outweigh the economic costs

emphasised by fisheries stakeholders.

Smaller sample studies of cultural ecosystem services and water

spaces are often designed to undertake some form of non-monetary

valuations that explore the harder-to-measure cultural values asso-

ciated with aquatic environments. These studies have highlighted

how marine environments have particular cultural value to coastal

communities. Focusing on the seascape of Northern Vancouver

Island, Canada, Klain and Chan (2012) carried out 30 semi-

structured interviews with people whose jobs are linked to the

sea. Each drew on a map to show where and why areas were

important both for their income as well as for non-monetary

reasons; degree of importance was quantified by distributing

tokens on the completed maps and ‘people allocated the highest

non-monetary values to places notable for wildlife, outdoor recre-

ation, then cultural heritage’. Kentner et al. (2014), in the follow-

on research to the UK National Ecosystem Assessment, explored

similar issues in relation to the marine environment through a case

study of Hastings on the south coast of England, which examined

the cultural values, defined as shared principles and virtue, as well

as the communal values that are specifically shared by the local

community. This study also examined how deliberative research

methods can reveal complex communal values arguing that such

research methods are essential if decision-makers wish to under-

stand fully the range of values likely to be expressed when con-

sulting on environmental decisions relating to ecosystem services.

The follow-on research to the UKNational EcosystemAssessment

also involved an analysis of the large-scale national survey in

England – the Monitor of Engagement with the Natural Environ-

ment (MENE). This survey collects data on people’s use and

enjoyment of the natural environment in England and involves

over 45000 interviews per year with members of the public.

Analysis of this data set revealed that 35% of the respondents

reported that beaches were the most wellbeing-enhancing outdoor

environments and blue spaces generally (beaches, rivers, seaside/

coast) were identified by 65% of respondents as spaces that

enhanced wellbeing (Church et al. 2014). Similarly, a study by

MacKerron and Mourato (2013), which used a mobile phone-

based wellbeing tracking technology identified marine and coastal

margins as the outdoor environments where people felt ‘happiest’.

Clearly, in the English context at least, cultural ecosystem services

linked to blue spaces are important to human wellbeing.

Finally, the study of ecosystem services for the incorporation

of an ecosystems services-based approach into decision-making

(core element 4, Chapter 2 of this book) has often involved the

use of scenarios (Ash et al. 2010)– see Box 17.1.

17 .6 VARIABILITY IN USES AND

PREFERENCES FOR CULTURAL

ECOSYSTEM SERVICES BY SOCIO-

ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC

GROUPS

Despite the importance of involving stakeholders in ecosystem

assessments as described in core element 3 of Chapter 2, there

has been only limited attention in the literature on cultural

ecosystem services and aquatic environments to variability in

uses and preferences for cultural ecosystem services by people

Box 17.1 Cultural ecosystem services, water, and scenarios

The incorporation of an ecosystems services-based approach

into decision-making has often involved the use of scenarios

(Ash et al. 2010). Such scenarios devise ‘plausible and often

simplified descriptions of how the future may unfold based on

a coherent and internally consistent set of assumptions about

key driving forces, their relationships, and their implications

for ecosystems’ (Henrichs et al. 2010, p.152).

The existing literature on scenarios for ecosystem services

which consider cultural ecosystem services can also be

divided into those that are expert-focused (researchers and

decision-makers) approaches and those that are more public-

focused. Expert-driven scenario exercises that consider cul-

tural ecosystem services in aquatic environments or specific

water bodies are available for case studies covering the

Gariep River Basin in Lesotho and South Africa (Bohensky

et al. 2006) and the Northern Highlands Lake District in

Wisconsin, USA (Peterson et al. 2003). In the context of

Hawai’i, Daily et al. (2009) introduce an application of

quantitative modelling software that can involve a range of

stakeholders ‘for quantifying [monetary and non-monetary]

ecosystem service values across land- and seascapes’ (p.22)

across a range of different future scenarios. Cultural ecosys-

tem services are approached in terms of recreation, tradition,

and community. In this study it is not fully clear as to the

extent to which stakeholders were involved in the design and

validation of scenarios or whether this conception of stake-

holders extends beyond researchers and decision-makers to

less empowered people. Nevertheless, it shows the potential

of scenarios for involving different stakeholders through

scenario development in the operationalisation of ecosystems

services-based approaches to decision-making. Overall, these

studies of scenarios highlight the importance of eliciting non-

expert perspectives on the nature of cultural ecosystem ser-

vices (Ash et al. 2010).
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from different socio-economic and demographic groups. Maass

et al. (2005), in the context of the Pacific coastal forests, com-

pare expert perceptions and stakeholder perceptions of benefits

of different ecosystem services for the following groups of stake-

holders: farmers; tourist industries; landless locals; and external

users. In terms of one of the cultural ecosystem services they

consider, scenic beauty, the greatest divergence between expert

and stakeholder perceptions was in terms of the landless locals

group who tended to be very aware of the benefits of this service,

yet experts determined that this group only slightly benefited in

terms of cultural ecosystem services. Martı́n-López et al. (2009),

in a study of tourism as a cultural ecosystem service in the

coastal Donana national park in Spain, found that older and

better educated people were more likely to visit the area and thus

receive wellbeing benefits. In a larger piece of research across

eight case study sites in Spain which included coastal areas,

Martı́n-López et al. (2009) noted differences in the perceived

importance of different cultural ecosystem services depending

upon whether respondents lived in urban or rural areas, ‘nature

tourism, aesthetic values, environmental education, and the exist-

ence value of biodiversity were mostly perceived by urban

inhabitants [. . .] recreational hunting and local ecological know-

ledge obtained higher value scores from inhabitants of rural

areas’.

In relation to marine environments, an examination of sense

of place (often portrayed as a cultural ecosystem service) in the

Great Barrier Reef region of Australia based on a survey of

372 residents found that determinants of the values people

assigned to the natural environments included place and length

of residence in the region, country of birth, and involvement in

community activities (Larson et al. 2013). In addition, resi-

dents of coastal areas tended to assign greater value to environ-

mental wellbeing compared to those living in other areas.

Larson et al. (2013) note the need for in-depth qualitative

research in the planning process to complement their

quantitative study.

Recent research has sought to use qualitative methods and arts

and humanities-based approaches to data collection to enable the

views in relation to cultural ecosystem services of certain social

groups to be more clearly represented in decision-making linked

to an ecosystem services-based approach. As part of the UK

National Ecosystem Assessment follow-on research, qualitative

workshops involving participatory mapping were used in mar-

ginalised rural communities in north Devon, England which

revealed how wellbeing benefits linked to cultural ecosystem

services were restricted even for rural residents by limited access

to the countryside, especially to riversides (Church et al. 2014).

The same study also used arts-based approaches with a local

community arts group to highlight what young primary school-

age children value in their local environment (Church et al.

2014).

17 .7 CONCLUSIONS

Despite these challenges to addressing cultural ecosystem ser-

vices in the analysis of aquatic ecosystems, recent research

suggests that water-related cultural ecosystem services are an

important area for further study. As this chapter has revealed,

the diversity of definitions of cultural ecosystem services and

approaches used to analyse cultural ecosystem services raise a

number of challenges for both researchers and decision-makers.

Place-based approaches to identifying and analysing cultural

ecosystem services relating to water are common and offer

considerable potential, although mobile cultural ecosystem ser-

vices linked to species of cultural significance also need to be

considered.

There is clearly a need to move beyond the limited focus of

many studies on tourism and recreation and consider a wider

range of practices and benefits associated with the spiritual,

creative, and educational dimensions of cultural ecosystem ser-

vices. Indeed, a focus simply on tourism and recreation may lead

to cultural ecosystem services being considered as purely social

and cultural phenomenon, thus losing sight of the core focus of

ecosystem services-based approaches, which is to appreciate

how ecosystem services are related to biophysical processes.

Box 17.2 Key messages

� The problems of defining cultural ecosystem services are

likely to persist because definitions are influenced by

longstanding and contested debates over culture–nature

relations.

� There is a tendency in the approaches to studies of water-

related cultural ecosystem services to focus on recreation/

tourism and aesthetics, with less attention paid to other

service categories such as knowledge systems, sense of

place, and spiritual and religious values.

� Differences in definitions and approaches to cultural eco-

system services make it difficult to compare the findings

of studies of cultural ecosystem services in aquatic

environments.

� Empirical studies of water and cultural ecosystem ser-

vices often adopt a spatially explicit approach and focus

on specific places associated with cultural ecosystem

services.

� Both quantitative and qualitative approaches and data are

often needed to analyse cultural values associated with

cultural ecosystem services in aquatic environments.

� More research is needed to understand the uses and pref-

erences for cultural ecosystem services of people from

different socio-economic and demographic groups.
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Recent research also suggests that ensuring the views of dif-

ferent social groups and stakeholders are addressed by decision-

making linked to ecosystem services will require quantitative

methods of data collection and analysis to be used alongside

qualitative and deliberative techniques and approaches drawn

from the arts and humanities.

The challenges relating to cultural ecosystem services are

being addressed but, for now at least, cultural ecosystem services

will remain a core but elusive element of ecosystem services-

based approaches to water and aquatic environments.
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